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Abstract

Emotion-cause pair extraction (ECPE) aims001
to extract the emotion clauses and the corre-002
sponding cause clauses, which have recently003
received more attention. Previous methods se-004
quentially encode features with a specified or-005
der, which first encode the emotion and cause006
features for clause extraction and then combine007
them for pair extraction, leading to an imbal-008
ance in inter-task feature interaction where fea-009
tures extracted later have no direct contact with010
the former. To this end, we propose a novel011
joint encoding network, which generates pairs012
and clauses features simultaneously in a joint013
feature learning manner to model the causal014
relationship from clauses. Specifically, from a015
multi-relational perspective, we construct a het-016
erogeneous undirected graph and apply the Re-017
lational Graph Convolutional Network (RGCN)018
to capture the complex relationship between019
clauses and the relationship between pairs and020
clauses. Experimental results show that our021
model achieves state-of-the-art performance on022
the Chinese benchmark corpus.023

1 Introduction024

Emotion cause extraction (ECE) is a kind of emo-025

tion analysis task which is first proposed by Lee026

et al. (2010) and has developed for a long time.027

ECE extracts the cause for the input document and028

certain emotion labels. However, emotions in the029

documents need to be annotated in advance, which030

requires human involvement and costs lots of time031

(Xia and Ding, 2019; Ding et al., 2020a). Hence,032

Xia and Ding (2019) proposes a new task called033

emotion-cause pair extraction (ECPE). Given a034

document as the input, ECPE extracts the clauses035

which express emotions and their corresponding036

clauses which express causes (as shown in Fig-037

ure 1). Intuitively, ECPE is much more challeng-038

ing because the clauses classification task and the039

pairs matching task need to be completed simulta-040

neously.041

C1: The next day

C2: The couples talked face to face again for a 

long time

…
C5: They quarreled because of the trivial 

matters again

C6: The girl asked to break up in a fit of anger

…

C12: After thinking of the boy's bad treatment 

of her 

C13: She took out the simulated toy gun which 

she carried from her trouser pocket angrily

…

(C1, C1)  

(C1, C2)  

(C6, C5)  

(C13, C12)  

Clauses Pairs (Ci, Cj)

(C6, C12)  

Figure 1: An example document from the ECPE corpus
where ci represents the emotion clause and cj represents
the cause clause in pair. The words in red are the key-
words about emotion and the words in blue are about
cause.

For ECPE, Xia and Ding (2019) first proposes a 042

two-stage method. However, the two-stage method 043

may cause the problem of error propagation. To 044

solve this problem, most works use end-to-end 045

methods (Ding et al., 2020b; Chen et al., 2020c; 046

Singh et al., 2021). Most of them use sequential 047

encoding, in which their task-specific features are 048

learned sequentially in a predefined order. Specifi- 049

cally, following Wei et al. (2020), ECPE contains 050

two auxiliary tasks which are emotion clause ex- 051

traction (EE) and cause clause extraction (CE). 052

Usually, the previous works first model the clauses 053

for EE and CE and then model the pairs for ECPE. 054

However, the sequential encoding makes the 055

information only flow from clauses to pairs, but 056

can not from pairs to clauses, resulting in differ- 057

ent amount of information exposed to pairs and 058

clauses. Besides, the sequential encoding only con- 059

siders the intra-relationship within pairs or clauses 060

while ignoring the inter-relationship between them. 061

Specifically, the causal relationship (Chen et al., 062

2020a) between emotion and cause clauses in pairs 063

is ignored, which is a decisive factor that judgments 064
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whether emotions and causes match. For example,065

in Figure 1, c6 and c13 both express anger, and c12066

is cause clause. However, (c13, c12) is a pair but067

(c6, c12) is not. If we separately model the pairs068

and clauses, the lack of relationship information069

between these two clauses will make it difficult for070

the model to judge this situation.071

To address the above issues, we propose a novel072

joint encoding method, which simultaneously gen-073

erates pairs and clauses features in a joint feature074

learning manner. Specifically, we model the inter-075

relationship between pairs and clauses, in which076

a pair only interacts with the corresponding two077

clauses. It is conducive to learning pair represen-078

tation and modeling the causal relationship from079

clauses and prevent interference from irrelevant in-080

formation. Meanwhile, the key information about081

emotion and cause clauses is different. Therefore,082

different features should be extracted from these083

two clauses. Considering these complicated re-084

lationships, we construct a heterogeneous undi-085

rected graph and apply Relational Graph Convo-086

lutional Networks (RGCN) on it, which includes087

four kinds of nodes and four kinds of edges, utiliz-088

ing different strategies to connect the nodes. Thus,089

it can make the information flow between emo-090

tion clauses and emotion clauses, between emotion091

clauses and pairs, etc., more efficient.092

The main contributions are as follows:093

• We propose a novel method to jointly encode094

the clauses and pairs for ECPE, helping the095

pairs learn the causal relationship between the096

two clauses during the encoding process.097

• We propose an RGCN framework to model098

the complicated relationship between pairs099

and clauses. Different edges in the RGCN100

help the pairs or clauses extract more targeted101

information, improving the efficiency of the102

information flow.103

• Experiments on ECPE benchmark corpus104

demonstrate that our model is state-of-the-105

art. Furthermore, some other experiments are106

performed to verify the effectiveness of our107

method.108

2 Related Work109

Our work is based on the emotion cause pair extrac-110

tion (ECPE) task and the Relational Graph Convo-111

lutional Network (RGCN), which are developing112

rapidly recently.113

2.1 Emotion-Cause Pair Extraction 114

Xia and Ding (2019) proposes ECPE task and uses 115

a pipeline framework which first extracts the emo- 116

tion and cause clauses then matches them as pairs 117

for prediction. Due to the error propagation prob- 118

lem, Wei et al. (2020) proposes a unified frame- 119

work which uses Graph Convolution Networks to 120

encode the emotion and cause clauses in the same 121

representations. However, it does not model the 122

pairs, which makes the pairs lack contextual infor- 123

mation. Furthermore, Ding et al. (2020a), Ding 124

et al. (2020b) and Chen et al. (2020c) build en- 125

coders for pairs and clauses separately, which first 126

model clauses and then concatenate them as pairs. 127

Considering the symmetric relation between emo- 128

tion clauses and cause clauses, Cheng et al. (2020) 129

uses a local search strategy for the clauses which 130

are predicted as emotion clauses or cause clauses. 131

On the other hand, Yuan et al. (2020) and Fan 132

et al. (2021) design a novel cause-pivoted tagging 133

scheme with a local window to predict the dis- 134

tance to the corresponding emotion clauses. Fur- 135

ther, Chen et al. (2020b) uses a more fine-grained 136

tagging scheme which combines emotion tagging 137

and cause tagging with emotion labels separately. 138

Finally, as another type of method, Fan et al. (2020) 139

uses a transition-based method to solve this task. 140

However, these sequential encoding methods 141

make the inter-task feature interaction unbalanced. 142

Specifically, the features of pairs can not contact 143

with clauses. In this paper, we will deal with this 144

problem by joint learning network. 145

2.2 Relational Graph Convolutional Network 146

To directly model the graph-structured data, Kipf 147

and Welling (2017) proposes the Graph Convo- 148

lutional Network (GCN). However, a graph usu- 149

ally consists of multiple types of nodes and edges. 150

For example, the knowledge graph has different 151

predicates to indicate different relationships. Thus, 152

using GCN to model this complex relationship is 153

inappropriate. To solve this problem, Schlichtkrull 154

et al. (2018) proposes the Relational Graph Convo- 155

lutional Network (RGCN), utilizing different edges 156

in a graph to model different relationships. 157

Recently, considering the powerful performance 158

and modeling capabilities of RGCN, many works 159

utilize it in their methods. For instance, Zhou et al. 160

(2020) uses RGCN to encode the different rela- 161

tion semantics in knowledge graphs. Furthermore, 162

Ishiwatari et al. (2020) employs RGCN to model 163
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Figure 2: The overall architecture of the proposed model. First, the clauses are input into the pre-trained BERT to
get the representations. Then, the representations of the pair are obtained by the pair generator. Next, we construct a
heterogeneous undirected graph with the emotion clause nodes, cause clause nodes, pair nodes, and document node.
Finally, after applying RGCN, we use the last layer’s representations of the node for prediction.

the different relationships between speakers and164

time in conversation. Finally, Zeng et al. (2020)165

proposes an RGCN-based method to model the166

intra-entity edge, inter-entity edge, and document167

edge in the document-level relation extraction task.168

3 Task Definition169

Given a document D = (c1, c2, . . . , cN ) of N170

clauses and the i-th clauses ci = (wi
1, w

i
2, . . . , w

i
M )171

of M words, ECPE task aims to extract all the172

emotion-cause pairs in D:173

P = {. . . , (ci, cj), . . .} (1 ≤ i, j ≤ N) (1)174

where ci and cj represent the emotion clause and175

corresponding cause clause in pairs.176

Meanwhile, ECPE has two auxiliary tasks which177

are emotion clauses extraction and cause clauses178

extraction. A clause ci is emotion clause if any179

pair (ci, cj) is established, which can be defined as180

follow:181

yemo
i =

{
1, if ∃cj ∈ D, (ci, cj) ∈ P

0, otherwise
(2)182

where yemo
i = 1 means ci is the emotion clause.183

The extraction of cause clauses is the same as emo-184

tion clauses.185

4 Approach 186

In this section, we mainly describe our method, 187

which encodes the pairs and clauses simultaneously 188

and models the causal relationship from clauses in 189

Relational Graph Convolutional Network (RGCN). 190

The overall structure of our model is shown in Fig- 191

ure 2 192

4.1 Pair Generator 193

Following Wei et al. (2020), given a document 194

D = (c1, c2, . . . , cN ) consisting of N clauses, we 195

feed D into pre-trained BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). 196

Specifically, we add a token [CLS] at the begin- 197

ning and a token [SEP] at the end for each clause 198

and concatenate all the clauses together as input. 199

Finally, we use the representation of token [CLS] 200

as the representation of the corresponding clause. 201

Hence, the document with N clauses can be repre- 202

sented as: 203

H = {h1, h2, . . . , hN} (3) 204

where hi ∈ Rd and d is the hidden size of BERT. 205

To obtain the representations of pairs, we ap- 206

ply the Pair Generator (PG). Specifically, we con- 207

catenate the corresponding two clauses and project 208
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them with a learnable relative position embedding:209

210

pij = Wp[hi, hj ] + bp + ri−j (4)211

where pij ∈ Rd represents the pair consisting of212

ci as an emotion clause and cj as a cause clause,213

Wp ∈ Rd×2d and bp ∈ Rd are learnable parame-214

ters, ri−j ∈ Rd is the relative position embedding,215

and [, ] denotes the concatenating operation. In216

addition, following Wei et al. (2020), we set a hy-217

perparameter λ as the local window (|i− j| ≤ λ)218

to limit the number of pairs.219

4.2 Pair-based Joint Encoder220

To balance the interaction of pairs and clauses and221

capture the causal relationship in pairs, we con-222

struct a heterogeneous undirected graph. It can223

deal with the complex relationship between pairs224

and clauses as well as the relationship between225

clauses efficiently.226

The graph has four kinds of nodes: emotion227

clause nodes, cause clause nodes, pair nodes, and228

document node. Intuitively, the emotion informa-229

tion and cause information in a clause are contained230

in different words. Hence, we separately use two231

kinds of nodes to represent the emotion clause and232

the cause clause. Meanwhile, we add a document233

node to the graph, which can provide some global234

information (e.g., topics) for the other nodes and235

interact with others like a pivot.236

Moreover, there are mainly four kinds of inter-237

node edges in our graph:238

• Clause(Emotion)-Clause(Emotion) Edge:239

All emotion clause nodes are fully connected,240

using this edge. It can help the emotion clause241

nodes interact with others to get the contextual242

information.243

• Clause(Cause)-Clause(Cause) Edge: All244

cause clause nodes are fully connected. Simi-245

larly, the edge is conducive to the learning of246

cause clause nodes.247

• Clause-Pair Edge: All pair nodes are con-248

nected to their corresponding emotion clause249

nodes and cause clause nodes with this edge.250

The edge can help these three types of nodes251

transmit causal relationship between emotion252

and cause to each other.253

• Document-Others Edge: The document254

node is connected to all other nodes with this255

edge, transmitting the global information in 256

document to others. 257

Besides, each type of node has a kind of self- 258

loop edge, which can help each node to keep its 259

feature in the process of interaction. 260

Next, the Relational Graph Convolutional Net- 261

work (RGCN) (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) is applied 262

on our heterogeneous undirected graph to aggre- 263

gate the features from neighbors. First, we use the 264

representation of clause to initialize each emotion 265

and cause clause node: 266

H
(0)
E = H, H

(0)
C = H (5) 267

where H
(0)
E is the representation of emotion clause 268

nodes and H
(0)
C is the representation of cause 269

clause nodes. Then, we use the representations 270

of pairs to initialize the pair nodes: 271

H
(0)
P = {p11, p12, . . . , pNN} (6) 272

In addition, we use the average pooling of the 273

representations of clause to initialize the document 274

node: 275

H
(0)
D = Avgpool(H) ∈ Rd (7) 276

After that, we apply the RGCN on our graph. 277

Given a node u, it is defined as: 278

s(l)u = W (l)
s h(l)u + b(l)s (8) 279

t(l+1)
u = s(l)u +

∑
r∈R

∑
v∈Nr(u)

1

|Nr(u)|
W (l)

r h(l)v + b(l)r

(9)

280

h(l+1)
u = ReLU

(
t(l+1)
u

)
(10) 281

where l is the l-th layer of RGCN, R are differ- 282

ent types of edges, W
(l)
s ∈ Rd×d, b

(l)
s ∈ Rd, 283

W
(l)
r ∈ Rd×d and b

(l)
r ∈ Rd are learnable parame- 284

ters, Nr(u) is the neighbours for node u connected 285

with the edge of type r, and ReLU is the ReLU 286

activation function. 287

Finally, we select the last layer as the final repre- 288

sentation of all nodes after convolutional operation 289

of θ layers: 290

E = H
(θ)
E , C = H

(θ)
C , P = H

(θ)
P (11) 291

4.3 Classification 292

After getting all the representations of nodes, we 293

use a simple MLP to obtain the prediction of 294

emotion-cause pairs: 295

ŷpij = σ (MLP ([Pij , Ei, Cj ])) (12) 296
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where MLP includes two full-connected layers and297

a ReLU activation function between them, σ is the298

sigmoid activation function.299

Correspondingly, the binary cross entropy loss300

is utilized as loss of ECPE:301

Lp = −
N∑
i

N∑
j

ypij log(ŷ
p
ij) (13)302

where ypij is the ground truth label.303

Following the settings in (Wei et al., 2020), we304

set two auxiliary tasks which are emotion clauses305

extraction and cause clauses extraction in order306

to make the clause nodes learn the key contextual307

information about emotion or cause in the clauses.308

We compute the probability as follows:309

ŷei = σ (WeEi + be) (14)310

ŷcj = σ (WcCj + bc) (15)311

where ŷei and ŷcj are the probability of emotion and312

cause clauses separately, σ is the sigmoid activation313

function, We ∈ R1×d, Wc ∈ R1×d, be ∈ R and314

bc ∈ R are learnable parameters.315

Similarly, they have the corresponding loss:316

Le = −
N∑
i

yei log(ŷ
e
i ) (16)317

Lc = −
N∑
j

ycj log(ŷ
c
j) (17)318

where yei and ycj are the ground truth labels.319

4.4 Training Object320

We train our model by jointly optimize the three321

sub-tasks using the AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov322

and Hutter, 2018). The total training object is de-323

fined as follow:324

L = αLp + βLe + γLc (18)325

where α, β and γ are hyperparameters.326

5 Experiments327

Extensive experiments are conducted to verify the328

effectiveness of the proposed model.329

5.1 Experimental Setup330

Dataset and Evaluation Metrics331

We use the Chinese benchmark dataset released332

by Xia and Ding (2019), which is pre-processed333

Item Quantity
Document with one pair 1,746
Document with two pairs 177
Document with three or more pairs 22
Avg. # of clauses per document 14.77
Max. # of clauses per document 73
Total # of documents 1,945

Table 1: The detail of the Chinese corpus.

from the dataset released by Gui et al. (2016) for 334

the emotion cause extraction (ECE) task. Table 1 335

shows the detail of the dataset. Following Xia and 336

Ding (2019), we use the 10-fold cross-validation 337

as the data split strategy and the precision P , re- 338

call R and F-score F1 as evaluation metrics on 339

three tasks: emotion-cause pair extraction, emotion 340

clause extraction and cause clause extraction. 341

Comparative Approaches 342

We compare our model with the following methods, 343

which use the pre-trained BERT as encoder: 344

• ECPE-2D (Ding et al., 2020a): This method 345

uses the 2D representation to construct a pairs 346

matrix and utilizes the 2D transformer module 347

to interact with other pairs for prediction. 348

• TransECPE (Fan et al., 2020): It is a 349

transition-based method which transforms the 350

task into a procedure of parsing-like directed 351

graph construction. 352

• RankCP (Wei et al., 2020): This method tack- 353

les emotion-cause pair extraction from a rank- 354

ing perspective, which ranks pairs in a docu- 355

ment and proposes a one-step neural approach 356

to extract. 357

• PairGCN (Chen et al., 2020c): This method 358

constructs a graph using the pair nodes and a 359

Pair Graph Convolutional Network to model 360

the dependency relations among candidate 361

pairs. 362

• ECPE-MLL (Ding et al., 2020a): It is the cur- 363

rent state-of-the-art method, which employs 364

two joint frameworks, including the emotion- 365

pivot cause extraction and cause-pivoted emo- 366

tion extraction with sliding window strategy. 367

• MTST-ECPE (Fan et al., 2021): This method 368

uses a multi-task sequence tagging framework 369

with refining the tag distribution. 370
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Approach
Emotion-Cause Pair Extraction Emotion Clause Extraction Cause Clause Extraction
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

ECPE-2D 72.92 65.44 68.89 86.27 92.21 89.10 73.36 69.34 71.23
TransECPE 73.74 63.07 67.99 87.16 82.44 84.74 75.62 64.71 69.74
RankCP 71.19 76.30 73.60 91.23 89.99 90.57 74.61 77.88 76.15
PairGCN 76.92 67.91 72.02 88.57 79.58 83.75 79.07 68.28 73.75
ECPE-MLL† 77.00 72.35 74.52 86.08 91.91 88.86 73.82 79.12 76.30
MTST-ECPE⋄ 75.78 70.51 72.91 85.83 80.94 83.21 77.64 72.36 74.77
Ours 77.97 72.95 75.30* 90.89 87.64 89.19 79.74 74.79 77.12

Table 2: The results comparison with baselines on the ECPE corpus for emotion-cause pair extraction and the two
sub-tasks: emotion clause extraction and cause clause extraction. The best performance is in bold and the second
best performance is underlined. Result with † is previous state-of-the-art method. Approach with ⋄ is based on our
implementation. * denotes p < 0.05 for a two-tailed t-test against the RankCP.

Approach
Emotion-Cause Pair Extraction Emotion Clause Extraction Cause Clause Extraction
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Ours 77.97 72.95 75.30 90.89 87.64 89.19 79.74 74.79 77.12
- w/o Clause Edge 76.52 71.56 73.90 89.72 86.39 87.98 78.63 73.62 75.99
- w/o Pair Node 75.57 72.87 74.13 90.51 87.72 89.07 79.33 75.12 77.12
- w/o PG 77.57 71.87 74.55 91.08 76.89 88.9 79.71 73.99 76.68
- w/o Pair Node & PG 72.82 72.45 72.55 89.20 87.63 88.38 77.86 75.28 76.48
- w/o Doc. Node 76.95 71.50 74.08 89.76 85.99 87.8 79.15 73.71 76.29

Table 3: The results of ablation study on the benchmark corpus for emotion-cause pair extraction and the two
sub-tasks. The best performance is in bold and the second best performance is underlined.

Implementation Details371

We implement our model based on Transformers1372

(Wolf et al., 2020), and use the default parameters373

in BERT, setting the hidden size d to 768. Besides,374

the hyperparameters λ and θ are set to 3 and 1,375

separately. And the α, β and γ are all set to 1. We376

train our model through AdamW optimizer and the377

learning rate is 2e-5. Finally, we set the mini-batch378

to 4 and the training epoch to 25. The experiments379

are run on the PyTorch-1.9.0 platform and Ubuntu380

18.04 using the Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700K CPU,381

64GB RAM and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti382

11GB GPU.383

5.2 Experimental Results384

Table 2 shows the results on the emotion-cause pair385

extraction (ECPE) task and two sub-tasks: emotion386

clause extraction (EE) and cause clause extraction387

(CE). Our model shows a clear advantage over pre-388

vious works. Specifically, our model obtains 0.78%389

and 1.70% F1 improvements on ECPE compared390

with the previous best methods ECPE-MLL and391

RankCP, separately. We argue that the pair-based392

joint encoding plays an important role in it, making393

the interaction bidirectional and balancing the in-394

formation obtained by pairs and clauses. Moreover,395

1https://github.com/huggingface/
transformers

we get competitive improvement (0.82% on F1) 396

on CE and slight improvement (0.33% on F1) on 397

EE, which can help improve the performance on 398

ECPE with the consideration of causal relationship. 399

Although our model is not the best in EE, our 400

model can balance the EE and CE. Specifically, 401

RankCP gets a huge improvement on EE (1.38% 402

on F1) to our model, but achieves poor perfor- 403

mance on CE, leading to the sharply dropped in 404

ECPE. Similarly, MTST-ECPE and ECPE-2D en- 405

counter the imbalance problem compared with our 406

model, in which MTST-ECPE performs well on 407

CE and ECPE-2D performs well on EE. We ar- 408

gue that the balance is benefit from modeling two 409

types of clauses efficiently. Meanwhile, our model 410

achieves better results than PairGCN, which also 411

uses the Graph Neural Network. We believe our 412

new strategy to construct the graph mainly leads to 413

this improvement. 414

5.3 Ablation Study 415

Ablation studies are conducted to verify the effec- 416

tiveness of the Pair Generator (PG) and different 417

relationship edges in our graph. Table 3 shows the 418

results of the ablation studies. 419

w/o Clause Edge We use a single type of edge 420

to replace the Clause(Emotion)-Clause(Emotion) 421

Edge and the Clause(Cause)-Clause(Cause) Edge, 422
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which means the model does not distinguish the423

emotion clause nodes and the cause clause nodes.424

Without these two edges, the performance of our425

model sharply drops both on EE and CE, further426

leading to the drop on ECPE, which indicates that427

the contextual information in emotion clauses is428

different from those in cause clauses. Therefore,429

using the same representations for prediction on430

EE and CE will blur their features and lead to a431

drop in results.432

w/o Pair Node We remove the pair nodes and433

separately model the emotion and cause clauses434

using the Relational Graph Convolutional Network435

(RGCN). The pairs from PG are utilized to replace436

the pairs after RGCN, and they are concatenated437

with the clauses after RGCN for prediction. In438

this way, the two types of clauses can not interact,439

and the pairs can not learn the causal relationship.440

Although the performance on EE and CE is sim-441

ilar with the complete model, the F1 of ECPE is442

sharply dropped by 1.17%, which means the prob-443

lem we describe in Section 1 appears. Without the444

causal relationship, the model may combine two445

unrelated emotion clause and cause clause into a446

pair.447

w/o PG On the other hand, we remove the PG448

and use another relative position embedding to re-449

place the representations of the pair, which means450

the pairs having the same relative position will have451

the same initial representations in the RGCN and452

do not contain any clause information. Without453

the PG, the performance slightly drops on ECPE454

and is similar on EE and CE compared with the455

complete model. Although lacking the clause in-456

formation, the pairs can learn the clause features457

and the causal relationship by the Clause-Pair Edge.458

We argue that the causal relationship is crucial to459

the modeling of pairs. Therefore, compared with460

the model without pair nodes learning the causal461

relationship, the model without PG achieves better462

performance on ECPE.463

w/o Pair Node & PG Moreover, we remove464

the pair nodes and PG together, similar to previous465

works which only encode the clauses for prediction.466

The F1 on ECPE is sharply dropped by 2.75%,467

which is caused by the ignorance of pair modeling468

and the causal relationship in pairs of clauses.469

w/o Doc. Node Finally, we remove the docu-470

ment node in the RGCN. The drop in performance471

mainly occurs in ECPE and CE. We believe that472

the global information of documents (e.g., topics)473

#Clauses
per Doc.

% in Corpus Approach P R F1

< 14 45.71
Ours 78.94 74.03 76.41
- w/o Doc. N. 78.19 73.01 75.51
RankCP 69.82 77.49 73.46

≥ 14 54.29
Ours 76.74 71.93 74.26
- w/o Doc. N. 75.60 70.21 72.81
RankCP 72.00 75.28 73.60

≥ 20 16.25
Ours 73.93 67.70 70.67
- w/o Doc. N. 70.68 64.33 67.35
RankCP 67.37 71.91 69.57

Table 4: The result of ECPE for documents with differ-
ent numbers of clauses.

is beneficial for the ECPE. We will explore it in 474

detail in Section 5.4. 475

5.4 The Effect of Document Node 476

To verify the effect of document node, some ex- 477

tensive experiments are conducted to explore the 478

impact of document node in different lengths of 479

a document, according to the average number of 480

clauses per document 14.77 and the median 14. 481

Besides, we consider the extreme case in which a 482

document contains 20 clauses or more. 483

As shown in Table 4, the improvement in long 484

documents on ECPE (≥ 14, 1.14%, 1.72%, 1.45% 485

on P , R and F1, separately) is much more than in 486

short documents (< 14, 0.75%, 1.02%, 0.90% on 487

P , R and F1, separately) with the help of docu- 488

ment node. When the document is long, there will 489

be many emotion clause nodes and cause clause 490

nodes in a graph. Hence, each emotion and cause 491

clause node can hardly learn the effective contex- 492

tual information for the competitive fully connected 493

graph. In this situation, the document node can fil- 494

ter the invalid information and integrate them into 495

global information, then transmits them to other 496

nodes through the Document-Others Edge. Fur- 497

thermore, in the extremely long documents which 498

contain 20 clauses or more, the improvement is 499

even more obvious (3.25%, 3.37% and 3.32% on 500

P , R and F1 separately), which shows the advan- 501

tage in long documents. Finally, our model com- 502

pletely surpasses RankCP on P and F1 in long 503

documents with the help of the document node. 504

5.5 Case Study 505

We present the case studies with three examples se- 506

lected from the benchmark corpus to demonstrate 507

the effectiveness of our considering the causal rela- 508

tionship in our model. The ground truths and the 509

predicted results and RankCP are shown in Table 5. 510

We choose the RankCP to compare with our model 511
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ID Examples
Predicted Pairs Ground

TruthsOurs RankCP

1
... He learned information from a friend by accident(c10) Someone finally found his mother in
Xinzheng City, Henan Province(c11) He was so happy(c12) But he was also worried about the
difficulty of setting up his mother’s registered residence(c13) ...

[c12, c11]
[c13, c13]

[c12, c11]
[c12, c13]
[c13, c13]

[c12, c11]
[c13, c13]

2

... She and her family are very healthy(c2) So they can continue to donate blood to contribute
to the society(c3) She used to worry about limiting the age of blood donation to 55 years old(c4)
She is used to donating blood now(c5) If she can’t continue donating blood because of her age,
she will be very disappointed(c6) ...

[c4, c4]
[c6, c6]

[c4, c4]
[c4, c6]
[c6, c6]

[c4, c4]
[c6, c6]

3

... He gave all the money to the girl who he love(c11) However, something happened(c12) He
found out that she had already concealed him from getting married and having a daughter(c13)
And she squandered all the money(c14) What made people wired is(c15) He didn’t complain
about her(c16) ...

[c15, c16]
[c15, c13]
[c15, c14]
[c15, c16]

[c15, c16]

Table 5: Examples predicted by our model and RankCP. The words in red are the emotion keywords, and the words
in blue are the cause keywords. The pairs in green are the correct prediction, and the pairs in red are incorrect.

because it is more representative.512

For the first example, although RankCP extracts513

all the ground truths, it extracts another incorrect514

pair (c12, c13). The emotion clause c12 expresses515

happy and the cause clause c13 expresses concern516

about the difficulty in registered residence. Obvi-517

ously, c12 is not the reason to cause c13. By consid-518

ering the causal relationship, our model avoids this519

situation.520

Next, for the second example, RankCP encoun-521

tered the same problem as the first example. Fur-522

ther, the emotion clause c4 expresses worry and c6523

expresses disappointment, which are both negative524

emotions. Moreover, the cause clause c4 describes525

the same thing with cause clause c6. We think that526

it is more difficult for RankCP to judge this situ-527

ation. Nevertheless, our model successfully deals528

with this situation.529

Finally, for the last example, RankCP and our530

model both extract the correct emotion clause.531

However, RankCP predicts another two wrong532

pairs. Although the c13 and c14 contain something533

that makes the man feel disappointed, there is no534

corresponding emotion clause in the text. We be-535

lieve that our model catches the causal relationship536

between the emotion feeling wired and the cause537

that the man did not complain to avoid making the538

incorrect prediction.539

5.6 Hyperparameters Discussion540

As shown in Figure 3, we examine the effects of541

different values of θ on ECPE. We can observe that542

the performance tends to drop with the increasing543

of the layers of RGCN. We believe that the multi-544

hop of RGCN causes this problem. Specifically,545

when the θ is more than one, the features of the546

emotion node can be transmitted to the cause nodes,547

which disturbs the prediction of cause clause extrac-548

Figure 3: The influence of different θ on ECPE.

tion and further leads to the drop of performance 549

on ECPE by affecting the modeling of causal rela- 550

tionship, vice versa. Besides, more layers indicates 551

more learnable parameters, which will result in 552

over-fitting. 553

6 Conclusion 554

In this paper, we propose a novel joint encoding net- 555

work which generates the pairs and clauses feature 556

simultaneously to model the causal relationship in 557

pairs, which can balance the inter-task feature in- 558

teraction compared with sequential encoding, and 559

model the causal relationship from clauses. More- 560

over, from a multi-relational perspective, we pro- 561

pose a Relational Graph Convolutional Network 562

(RGCN) framework to capture the relationship be- 563

tween pairs and clauses, including four types of 564

node and four types of edge. The experiments on 565

the Chinese benchmark corpus show that our model 566

achieves state-of-the-art performance, and the ex- 567

tensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness 568

of our proposed modules. 569
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